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or worry about him, or waste my time over Hm, Who would care if he disappeared ? For all practical purposes, he has disappeared already. Who does care ? That plump little person in the rue Vandamme. Easy. A few more visits to her. Just to keep the story going. Bring it to an end somehow. I should have plenty of time for all that.
ce My appointment on the Quai des Orf&vres, Fm going to keep it, in any case. Cordiality, courtesy, mutual respect. I might really put them on a scent. Further rendearvous. Consultations, exchanges of ideas. My scrupulous moderation. How pleasant the future might be, if only I had not to drag this fellow along with me like a fetter ! Pity ? Did he show any ? He's a criminal. If he could have got me arrested instead of himself.... That bloody rag folded up in the jacket.
** Yes, but the canal gives up its dead, sooner or later. * Found floating between two barges.* Or else : e A bargee on board the Htrondelle fished it up by chance with his boat-hook.9 The morgue. Identification ? Perhaps. Hypothesis of a crime. Inquiry about the criminal and the motive* Endless complications. Danger. That plump little person talking about my visit: the * bearded lawyer.* Might even go so far, in her flurry, as to confess about die safe. Immense danger. » . ."
On the opposite bank was to be seen the lighted front of a bar-room. Leheudry pointed it out to him.
" Well, won't that suit you ? "
<f We'll see. Anyway, we have to go on to the next bridge,..."
Quinette did not want to let go so soon of the enjoyment which his dreaming gave him. It was a dreaming which required certain propitious conditions around it. It was a dreaming which would lose some of its strength if it had not the support of the very circumstance in which be was living. A dreaming whose charm was that it walked step by step with reality ; just as Leheudry was walking along the bank of the canal; a dreaming which had only one move-meat to make to turn into reality*

